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This study The Representation of the Story The Lion and The Mouse in Robert Frost’ Poem Fire and Ice is conducted to indicate the existence of the power in silence which consisted in the story The Lion and the Mouse and the poem fire and ice. The problems of this study are : How is the representation of silence described in the story The Lion and the Mouse and the poem fire and ice and how is the relationship of the representation of the power in silence in both literary works.

Both The Lion and the Mouse and Fire and Ice are literary works that contain the social phenomena, so the writer used sociological approach to reveal the correlation between them. Besides, the writer used the descriptive qualitative method that based on the library research to analyze some problems in this study.

To sum up, this study is about the strength and the weakness which is a kind of the social phenomena. Besides, this study gives the alternative meaning about the reality of the strength (strong) and the weakness (weak) which people commonly consider that the strong is always powerful while the weak is always powerless or in other words, a power should be seen by the physical appearance. Later, this study breaks that people’s opinion and gives the fact that actually there is power behind the weakness (power in silence).